Agasaro
Western Province, Rusizi District, Rwanda
VARIETY:

PROCESS:

Bourbon

Washed

HARVEST TIME: April–May

WET MILLING:
PRODUCER:
ELEVATION:

1600
MASL

Women of
Agasaro,
COCAGI
Cooperative

FLOWER SEASON: October–November

Coffee cherry is received and sorted in shaded areas, depulped by machine,
separated by grade in channels, then fermented in separate tanks

DRYING: Sun-dried on raised beds

DRY MILLING:

Parchment removed, mechanically-sorted for density and size; then hand-sorted

COCAGI, or Coopérative des Caféicultureurs de Gishoma, was founded in 2004 in western
Rwanda along the border with Congo. It is one of Rwanda’s oldest cooperatives and has
received dozens of awards and certi�icates over its 16+ years. They were one of the early
cooperatives established by the PEARL project, which launched Rwanda’s transformation
into a specialty coffee producer by introducing regional washing stations. Since their
beginnings, they’ve grown their membership by 4 times. Their �irst days of being open,
they processed coffee cherry from 267 smallholder producer members, and today they
work with 1,114—of which 291 are women!—with 478,966 coffee trees.

They have truly set the standard for the de�inition of “cooperative”—they have targeted
their community needs and actively work to improve them. Seeing poor civil
infrastructure, they spent cooperative funds on rebuilding roads so producers can safely
bring their cherry to the mill. COCAGI is trying to boost value to producers wherever
possible, including a critical �inancial assistance program. They offer 0% interest loans
to members, a radical act when the only other option for �inancing is through
government banks, which can end up costing a farmer exorbitantly more than the
original loan.
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It’s apparent that COCAGI is working to improve the livelihoods of all coffee producers in
their community, but one of the key reasons for doing this is sustainabilty. Yes, sustainability in the agricultural sense (they do have high standards for climate-smart farming and
conversation of natural resources), but, more importantly, in the human sense. The United
Nations Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO) states that the average age of an African
farmer is 60, despite 60% of the continent’s population being under 24. In Rwanda, this
means that of the 400,000 smallholder farmers responsible for coffee production, a
signi�icant percentage might soon be too old to continue farming the crop. Younger farmers,
or children of older coffee farmers, have seen that coffee isn’t always an economically viable
crop to produce.
Identifying the need for job creation for youth and sustainable economic growth for
future generations, COCAGI began an association to include training and professional
development for young people. It’s no small thing—the unemployment rate for young
people in Rwanda is high, and that combined with very little �inancial reward for growing
coffee indicates that new generations may not continue coffee production. There are other
national programs, and large grants to pay attention to this issue within the country, but
organizing coming from within a community likely has more potential to gain traction
and meet immediate or changing needs.

Today the cooperative boasts an impressive infrastructure with a well-maintained
cherry reception area, two MacKinnon depulping machines, long grading channels,
seven fermentation tanks, large shaded sorting areas, vast areas with rows of raised
drying beds, and a headquarters equipped with a cupping lab and modern computer
equipment for of�ice operations. In 2018 they established their �irst women’s group,
“Agasaro,” and today they have added a second one named “Susuruka.” This takes us to
what we feel at Joe is one of their strongest achievements—their keen focus on economic
development for women. They’re committed to offering the chance for producers to get
out of what they call the “high-risk zone of poverty,” and 95% of the workers they hire
for seasonal labor are women. Their impact for the female labor force in the coffee
community where they work can’t be overstated!
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The cooperative is also proud of its efforts to train women to be of�icial cuppers. Scientific
and sociological research has been conducted in areas like Rwanda—where the
population has more women than men, in this case due to the results of the Rwandan
genocide of the 1990s—to investigate the role of the cooperative in soft skill
development. It has been proven that “if washing stations consider what, how and when
they offer training, assets and access, in ways that re�lect the women’s speci�ic needs
and wants, they can signi�icantly impact women’s capacity for decision-making and action
and, ultimately, empowerment.”
Women coffee producers interviewed in one study indicated that due to cooperatives
including women in everything they do results in more balance in voice and leadership,
leading to greater equality, distribution of assets, and more ef�icient collaboration when
it comes to coffee processing, exporting, and achieving higher levels of quality.

Ruth Ann Church, founder of
Artisan Coffee Imports who serves
as the importer for us for this lot,
has shared with us that COCAGI has
often been recognized for its
inclusive, diligent, and values-based
work. She shares: “The cooperative
has been selected by many
multinational groups for
development and infrastructure
projects, such as the St. Remio
group from Australia. When
cooperatives receive external
support year after year, it is a sign
of reliability, accountability and
good leadership.” We’re proud to
participate in this supply stream
and uplift the good work of the
women of Agasaro and COCAGI.

This is a complex coffee that offers an extraordinary balance of fruity, herbal, and sweet
�lavors. The �lavor arc starts with soft pineapple, lemongrass, and basil, and warms up
as it passes across the tongue, changing into nectarines and ripe tropical papaya. In the
aftertaste, as you swallow, a sweet butterscotch note prevails, leaving you with a long
and caramelized effect. This coffee speaks to the high-quality work of the women of
Agasaro, with cleanly expressed �lavors and a multi-layered experience in the cup.
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